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2X DI/Stereo DI

Mic as appropiatte 
(hi hat mic important)

1X DI



G a b r i e l  P a l a t c h i  T r i o: 
EQUIPMENT LIST

Pianist: BASIC SETUP. a) 2 keyboards, or b) 1 keyboard plus grand piano
- KEYBOARD #1: If artist is not travelling with his own keyboard, the first keyboard must 

always be a 73 key Nord STAGE EX 2 OR LATER, with WATERFALL keys, not 
WEIGHTED keys). THIS IS CRITICAL AND CANNOT BE EMPHASIZED ENOUGH

- Keyboard #1 will require one sustain pedal and one scissor stand
- setup a) If there is a grand piano it should be Steinway or Yamaha, in good tune
- setup b) If there is no grand piano, KEYBOARD #2 will be required
- KEYBOARD #2: NORD STAGE/PIANO or ROLAND RD 300/700 OR NEWER 

SERIES plus sustain pedal and separate scissor stand

Drummer:
- 4 piece drum-kit of the highest quality available(Yamaha, birch, maple, or oak customs
are all acceptable) with appropriate micing.
- 20” kick drum 
- 14” floor Tom, 10” rack Tom 
- 14” snare drum
- Full cymbals combo (ride, crash, splash & china)
- Heads: preferable Remo Emperor
- 2x Timbales: LP or Gon Bops
- 2x cowbells (¨cha¨ cowbell and ¨salsa¨ cowbell if available)
- 1x Jam Block (black or red style)
Plus all necessary hardware:
- music stand
- drum throne
- kick pedal
- snare stand
- high hat stand
- 3 boom cymbal stands
- floor Tom legs
- rack tom mount
- carpet for under drums
- timbales stand
-
Bassist:
- 1 bass amplifier (SWR/EDEN/MARK BASS OR EQUIV, MIN 500w) WITH 4x10 
SPEAKERS or equivalent
- music stand
- one straight mic stand (no boom) for iPad  



-
INPUT LIST
Pianist
1x stereo DI (alt. 2x mono DI) for keyboard
If acoustic piano, mic as appropriate 
1x talkback mic

Drummer
Mics as appropriate
1x DI for click

Bassist
1x mono DI (or direct feed from amp if appropriate)

MONITORS
Pianist: 2x floor wedge for pianist, placed on either side of piano bench, raised aprox. 
18’’ from floor, fed as stereo.
Bassist: 1x floor wedge
Drummer: 1x floor wedge + sidefill as appropriate

CATERING
- white/red wine, beers
- coffee
- mix of cheeses and snacks
- fruit
- salad


